Significant roadblocks exist in developing sputum sample libraries for clinical validation of novel in vitro diagnostics
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Abstract: With the continuing rise of multiresistant pathogens, reliable, cost-effective, and novel diagnostics are urgently required by clinicians and clinical trialists to diagnose conditions such as respiratory tract infections to enable rational antimicrobial choice and enhance clinical outcomes. However, during product development, validation of these in vitro diagnostic devices, a key regulatory hurdle, requires sputum samples in large numbers. The Rapid Point-of-Care test Platform for Infectious Diseases (RAPP-ID) consortium is tasked with producing point of care test (POCT) platforms for rapid diagnosis of lower respiratory tract infections, including tuberculosis and bloodstream infections. Validation of diagnostic platforms would ideally use well-characterized samples in a sputum library taken from a range of clinical settings to allow for a wide panel of pathogens to be assessed. These samples would be stored in specific stable conditions (monitored temperature, specific medium) until required for validation. Therefore we reviewed the current literature for details of storage conditions of sputum samples and for previous validation studies of other diagnostic tests using this methodology. However, we conclude that little data exists, and thus the acquisition and successful storage of good quality clinical samples are major roadblocks in the validation of novel POCT platforms, and that while not without limitations, spiked sputum samples appear the best solution until sputum library laboratory techniques allowing careful preservation of pathogens are improved.
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Introduction
Rising antimicrobial resistance rates threaten the ability of clinicians to deliver curative therapy to patients with a wide range of infectious diseases and have been highlighted as a key risk that society now faces. Thus, new diagnostic devices for identifying pathogens and their resistance profile are urgently required, not only for clinicians but also for antimicrobial drug developers performing clinical trials.1 However, developers must achieve regulatory approval by following stringent channels, such as the Food and Drug Administration’s 510k approval or the European Medicines Agency’s CE Mark processes, to allow product launch and use in clinical settings and hospitals. A key part of this process is the requirement for validation of any platform with samples of known pathogens. While new platforms are being developed by commercial venture groups, such as the development of a Rapid Point-of-Care test Platform for Infectious Diseases (RAPP-ID) consortium, a consortium of academics, small and medium enterprises, and pharmaceutical companies funded via the Innovative Medicines Initiative.2,3 RAPP-ID has the principle objective of developing point-of-care test (POCT) platforms for rapid detection of clinically important bacteria to proof
of concept. These include community, hospital, and ventilator acquired pneumonia (CAP, HAP, and VAP, respectively) as well as tuberculosis (TB). In order to perform validation effectively, clinical specimens (ie, specimens taken from patients) with a wide range of pathogens are needed; therefore, RAPP-ID has identified sample acquisition as the key risk to the project. We therefore performed a focused literature review to define the current roadblocks for sample acquisition for the validation of a POCT platform addressing the diagnosis of lower respiratory tract infections (LRTIs), including TB, which reflected the initial and refined focus of the discovery groups engaged in RAPP-ID.

Pneumonia and TB are commonly occurring infections. Between 1993 and 1994, the hospital infection survey conducted a second national prevalence survey of 37,111 patients across 157 hospitals, demonstrating a prevalence of 2.4% of HAP, and a prevalence of 6.1% of CAP. Additionally, it was estimated that around 15% of clinical consultations for ear, cough, sinus, and throat complaints turned out to be respiratory tract infection (RTI)-related. HAP and its related condition VAP have mortality rates ranging from 24% to over 70%, depending upon pathogen and comorbidities. Added to rising antimicrobial resistance, this demonstrates a significant, unmet medical need for rapid diagnostic tests that can reduce time to enacting the most effective treatment choice. A secondary benefit is an increase in pathogen- and resistance-specific recruitment to anti-infective clinical trials in drug development, where the scale of new drug efficacy is often confounded by subject choice, prolonged time to enrolment, and extended exposure to standard of care while awaiting culture results.

Current diagnostic technologies for RTI have changed slowly in the past two decades, with diagnosis still being confirmed by agar-based bacterial culture, and recently, in most settings, complemented further by nucleic acid testing. Thus, current tests are generally slow to produce meaningful results for clinicians, and their utility is restrained by lower sensitivity and specificity in many real life clinical settings, such as in cases of choosing antibiotic for patients already exposed to antibiotics or with hard to culture pathogens. Furthermore, sputum microscopy and other rapid techniques alone cannot demonstrate bacterial resistance patterns early enough to drive specific treatment choices.

Nevertheless there are a growing number of approved rapid diagnostic tests for use in clinical settings other than RTI. These include GeneXpert® (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), a real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test for multiple organisms and LightCycler® SeptiFast, (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) a real-time PCR bacteremia detection assay. GeneXpert is a self-contained unit that combines on-board preparation of a wide array of primary samples (such as swabs, sputum, gastric aspirates, blood, and stool) with detection functions to provide a fully integrated system for nucleic acid analysis through real-time PCR. The system purifies, concentrates, detects, and identifies specific DNA sequences, thus giving results from unprocessed clinical samples. Due to its modular design, the system has the advantage of having a variety of configurations allowing it to meet a broad range of testing criteria. The speed of this system is also a great advantage, with the majority of test results being available after just 1 hour. A critical issue with both these platforms, however, is that they do not detect resistance, with the exception of detected resistance of methicillin (via meca gene) in Staphylococcus aureus and rifampicin (via rpoB gene mutation) in Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which may be determined using the automated nucleic acid amplification test.

Although laboratory tests such as urinary antigen testing for Legionella and pneumococcus have high specificity and have become standardly available, their low sensitivity has meant that their impact has been lower than hoped. Currently in development are fluorescence in situ hybridization-based assays, which detect specific DNA sequences through the use of fluorescent probes. This too is a relatively slow process, thus further underscoring an unmet need for innovative projects such as RAPP-ID.

Therefore, it is important that novel in vitro diagnostics accommodate either a wide range of sample types or accept a sample that can be used to potentially detect the majority of target pathogens (eg, sputum). Moreover, they should yield meaningful resistance information with guarantee of accuracy in widespread use, an important commercial concern of diagnostic companies. This is demonstrated by the successful global acceptance of the Xpert® Mycobacterium Tuberculosis/Rifampicin assay. In December 2010, the World Health Organization (WHO) endorsed this product as a major step forward in clinical TB diagnosis despite it being licensed for research use only. In a study of 6,648 participants, Xpert testing detected 90.3% of culture-confirmed TB, compared with 67.1% for sputum smear microscopy alone. Test sensitivity was 76.9% in smear-negative, culture-positive patients (where sputum microscopy by definition does not detect) and had 99.0% specificity. This higher sensitivity and specificity gives it a great advantage over microscopy. Moreover, the time taken for TB culture results is a significant barrier to timely treatment, so the provision...
of prompt results (average time to TB detection with Xpert® system was 0 days compared to 1 day for smear microscopy, 16 days with liquid culture, and 30 days in solid culture) and immediate resistance data (Xpert® rifampicin-resistance sensitivity was 94.4% and specificity was 98.3%) substantially reduces time to effective patient treatment. This rapid technique is revolutionizing TB diagnostics in terms of price, accessibility, and availability of platforms.¹²

Collection of sputum samples is not the only roadblock to validation. In order to register the POCT with a regulatory body, a validation study is required. This requires real-time collection or, preferably, storage of samples in a library. In the case of VAP, HAP, and CAP there is no such sputum library. The New Diagnostics Working Group has set up a TB specimen bank, which will limit the need for field trials, facilitate the approval process, and allow for head to head comparisons between other diagnostics.¹³

Storing patients’ samples from clinical trials is potentially appealing because to validate and gain approvals for a new platform, a large number of samples encompassing differing pathogens are required by regulatory agencies. However, this process requires multiple ethical and regulatory approvals, possibly including appropriate prospective consent from patients for sample reuse. Documentation must also exist to support the selected specimens in the study; hence, retrospective use of currently stored samples is unlikely to be practical. Therefore, for many in vitro diagnostics performance studies, archived or discarded clinical specimens may be acceptable in lieu of freshly collected ones, as defined by the guidelines of the Global Harmonization Task Force in 2012 and the International Medical Device Regulators Forum, provided sufficient information on specimen characteristics are available.¹⁴ The potential for differential degradation of pathogens within sputum samples over time may lead to bias, with an increase in the error calculating sensitivity and specificity. In addition, using archived or leftover specimens where knowledge of previous use of anti-infective treatment regimens is unknown may bias results. As a result, to reduce the risk of variable treatment regimens obscuring new assay predictive markers, it is preferable to use such specimens when treatments are more uniform among the patient populations, as is often found in clinical trials.

Collecting sufficient samples to produce a validation library may prove to be problematic. However, the literature describes spiking of fresh clinical samples as an alternative acceptable to regulators. For example, the Genomics to combat Resistance against Antibiotics in Community-acquired LRTI in Europe (GRACE) project has developed a spiking protocol as part of its wider objective to study resistant pathogens.¹⁵ Serial dilutions of M. tuberculosis-spiked samples were used by Bi et al, producing various concentrations of bacteria in sputum to determine the lower limit of detection for the nucleic acid test under evaluation.¹⁶

Furthermore, in the event that storage of sputum is not a viable option, a better option may prove to be a number of artificial sputum media, which can be produced and spiked as required. These artificial media mimic the macroscopic and microscopic structure of sputum and so could potentially be used for validation. Given the known difficulties which arise in attempting to access fresh clinical samples, governing bodies accept this as an alternative method of validation. Of note, the WHO has a protocol in place for an artificial sputum medium to be used in device validation.¹⁷

Therefore, we performed a review of the current literature on storage of clinical samples to aid the production of a sputum library for RAPP-ID POCT platform validation. As mentioned, should routine sputum storage not prove viable, we also researched artificial sputum and its storage conditions. We have identified and present in this review major roadblocks, particularly in the acquisition, accessing, and storage of samples.

### Methods

This English language literature review was performed using PubMed, Scopus, and Google Scholar search engines (Figure 1). Queries used to find relevant information included searching for sputum storage and artificial sputum in the title, abstract, and keyword list. We also considered methodology for collection of other respiratory tract samples, such as bronchoalveolar lavage, endotracheal aspirates, swabs, and artificial sputum and its storage times in our search strategy.

### Results

#### Few studies on sputum sample storage time exist

Overall, we found there to be a paucity of data on sputum storage. Only ten studies focused primarily on the length of time for which bacterially-infected sputum samples could be stored at different temperatures, with an average storage time of 48 hours. This is not long enough to provide data for the production of a long-term sputum library, where a number of years of storage may be required.

Searches for studies addressing host cell viability (which might be used in POCT biomarker research or validation) yielded better results, with some studies analyzing sample
than 1 week were preferable, and shorter timespans proved to the aims of RAPP-ID. Studies with storage times longer on HAP/VAP pathogens and TB were selected as relevant differently to long-term storage conditions, studies focusing sputum storage. Since each bacterial species is likely to react target disease areas and storage times so as to be relevant to were deemed not relevant to sample library set-up. As a result, these studies ally in the context of an analysis of how samples deteriorated under various transport conditions. As a result, these studies not include the search terms in the title tended not to focus this did yield a higher number of results, articles which did searches in article abstracts and keywords (greater than 1 month; therefore, we performed more general this did not yield the search terms in the title and abstract. As a result, these studies were deemed not relevant to sample library set-up. Similar criteria were used to select studies in the artificial sputum search results. Chief among these were studies relating to TB. A number of studies also exist pertaining to artificial medium used for cystic fibrosis (CF); this will be expanded upon later in the review.

Murray et al\(^1\) demonstrated that bacterial viability in bronchiectatic sputum stored at 25°C, 4°C, and −20°C was affected by storage for 24 hours and 48 hours before processing. Sputum processed 1 hour after expectoration and stored for 24 hours at 25°C showed an increase in *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* density. In contrast, at 4°C there was no significant difference in *P. aeruginosa* density, while at −20°C after 24 hours there was a significant reduction in *Pseudomonas* density, showing that the organism was less viable at lower storage temperatures. Thus, long-term storage of samples leads to death of this organism under a range of storage temperatures.

A study compared host cell counts (macrophages, neutrophils, and eosinophils) between two different aliquots of induced sputum from the same subject, one aliquot processed 2 hours after expectoration and the other after it was frozen with dimethyl-sulfoxide and stored for up to 10 days at −20°C.\(^1\)\(^9\) Thirty-five samples were frozen immediately before cytopsin preparation, and ten samples were frozen just after homogenization with sputolysin. Samples were stored for an average of 5 days. Over this period of time, there were no significant differences found in those host cell counts.

**Swabs, blood, and urine for use in POCT diagnosis of RTI**

Alternatives to sputum for diagnosis of RTI do exist; however, they are less than ideal for the setting of a POCT. For example, the use of nasopharyngeal swabs to diagnose RTI critically depends upon whether the nasopharynx adequately reflects the organisms expectorated or suctioned from deep samples. The GRACE consortium are attempting to reduce antibiotic resistance through genomic research of antibiotic use in LRTI cases; as an additional goal they aim to clarify the use of nasopharyngeal samples as an alternative to sputum to diagnose RTI.\(^2\)\(^0\) Traditionally, oropharyngeal, not nasopharyngeal, swabs are taken in clinical practice. Huijskens et al analyzed the diagnostic effectiveness of using blood, sputum, oropharyngeal, and urinary samples to detect various respiratory pathogens.\(^2\)\(^1\) The study found that oropharyngeal swabs and sputum were effective at RTI diagnosis but that sputum samples provided the greatest variety of diagnoses of pulmonary diseases. As a result, the authors recommended viability during storage, focusing more on viability of organisms after transport. However, these time periods were no greater than 1 month; therefore, we performed more general searches in article abstracts and keywords (Figure 1). While this did yield a higher number of results, articles which did not include the search terms in the title tended not to focus on storage time, rather having this as a secondary topic, usually in the context of an analysis of how samples deteriorated under various transport conditions. As a result, these studies were deemed not relevant to sample library set-up.

Studies were selected from search results based on their target disease areas and storage times so as to be relevant to sputum storage. Since each bacterial species is likely to react differently to long-term storage conditions, studies focusing on HAP/VAP pathogens and TB were selected as relevant to the aims of RAPP-ID. Studies with storage times longer than 1 week were preferable, and shorter timespans proved useful for the basic theory but did not provide data to inform library set-up. Similar criteria were used to select studies in the artificial sputum search results. Chief among these were studies relating to TB. A number of studies also exist pertaining to artificial medium used for cystic fibrosis (CF); this will be expanded upon later in the review.
that for molecular detection of bacterial pathogens, sputum is imperative as a diagnostic tool.

**Bacterial density is affected by storage conditions**

Pye et al compared bacterial recovery following sputum storage at 20°C (defined as room temperature) and 4°C (refrigerated) for 24 hours. Although the investigators were able to isolate the dominant pathogen in all samples regardless of the storage temperature, samples stored at 4°C had lower numbers of each pathogen. Pathogen recovery rate after storage at 20°C showed no difference to that immediately after collection.²²

The importance of storage temperature is further confirmed by two studies performed by Paramasivan et al. Sputum specimens stored at room temperature, with culture performed at 0, 3, 7, 14, 21, and 28 days demonstrated 88%, 83%, 68%, 22%, 13%, and 0% recovery, respectively. In addition, room temperature storage for 3, 5, and 7 days gave culture positivity rates of 83%, 71%, and 63%. So sputum cannot be stored at room temperature for more than 3 days.

Hence, we can conclude that different pathogens will behave differently during storage, and no relevant publications systematically assessing storage of whole sputum samples for validation of a diagnostic device have been published. This lack of published data shows that to build an infected sample library, a validation study would be required, studying both infected and uninfected sputum storage conditions for important pathogens, under a variety of storage conditions. Furthermore, the lowest storage temperature used in these studies was −20°C, thus further studies should be performed to explore the effects at −80°C on sputum and organisms, with particular consideration to prevention of organism damage, such as ice shearing, at these temperatures.

**Sputum samples for TB validation can be stored for subsequent analysis**

The maximum length of low-temperature storage found in the literature for *M. tuberculosis* was 6 months. These stored samples were subsequently used for Ziehl–Nielsen smear and routine culture but not rapid diagnostic (molecular) tests. Tessema et al showed that samples of sputum stored at −20°C for a median of 132 days, without the addition of preservatives, still showed a high rate of recovery when assayed by smear and culture after thawing.²⁴ This suggests a cost effective method of storage of TB samples in contrast to pathogens causing more acute disease. More thorough validation of storage will be required before these data can be used for library sample collection. Alternatively, as mentioned earlier, the Stop TB Partnership has access to the Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics TB specimen bank, containing sputum samples in 0.5 ml aliquots among other sample types of totally drug resistant TB. Specimens from this library are collected from adults before subjects start any form of TB treatment. Sputum samples are then homogenized with H₂O or N-acetyl-L-cysteine/sodium citrate and glass beads. Due to the method of storage used, it is estimated that the samples would remain viable for 100 years, making this a potential method for TB POCT device validation.²⁵

A study using heat-fixed sputum smear samples stored for a maximum of 10 months at ambient temperatures ranging from 25°C–45°C found, in panel testing, only 15 samples had deteriorated enough to cause reading errors, but no speciation or resistance information could be generated using this approach.²⁶

**Spiking of sputum samples**

Clinical trials are an efficient way to provide well-characterized sputum specimens. On collection, storage and use of these samples for validation efforts might be possible at a later date. However, our literature review found a paucity of data on long-term storage of such samples, meaning a lengthy validation study of any novel storage procedure would need to be performed. As a result, we conclude that fresh samples should be analyzed in real-time within an ongoing clinical trial, or that known negative samples be stored and spiked later, using a yet to be developed spiking protocol. As shown in Figure 2, this will help to reduce time to validation of the POCT, as samples will be accessible as needed, without prior validation of a storage protocol or a need for informed consent.

Spiking discarded sputum samples with known quantities of specific bacteria for use in validation of POCTs is a potential replacement for infected samples that may only exist in geographically diverse clinical trials sites. Sputum samples are obtained from subjects (or in hospital laboratories) and checked for pathogens using current methodology, such as antibody and PCR assays. Once the samples are confirmed as negative, they would be spiked using a standard operating protocol and used for POCT validation.

**Artificial sputum might be suitable for TB diagnostic validation**

If we conclude that stored clinical samples are not an option for validation of POCTs and availability of sputum for spiking is time-consuming and expensive, producing artificial
further studies using PBAS2, assessing both longer-term validation of a diagnostic device if regulatory approval for samples, somewhat helping to decrease the timelines for used as a sputum replacement, at least in the analysis of TB smears. were virtually indistinguishable when compared to the fresh macroscopically and microscopically, PBAS2 and sputum oral flora to the samples. the presence of a formalin-fixed TB solution which provides method allowing for more consistency between samples and between these two artificial sputa are a new preparation artificial sputum, PBAS2. The fundamental differences and macroscopic differences between sputum and a second artificial sputum, there are data available on the microscopic product life. macroscopic differences between the two, showing a good fresh smears of PBAS1 there were few microscopic or (without additional storage medium). When compared with fresh smears of PBAS1 there were few microscopic or macroscopic differences between the two, showing a good product life.27

While no data are available comparing PBAS1 and sputum, there are data available on the microscopic and macroscopic differences between sputum and a second artificial sputum, PBAS2. The fundamental differences between these two artificial spuata are a new preparation method allowing for more consistency between samples and the presence of a formalin-fixed TB solution which provides oral flora to the samples.28 Yamada et al also state that both macroscopically and microscopically, PBAS2 and sputum were virtually indistinguishable when compared to the fresh TB smears.27 As a result, it is likely that PBAS2 could be used as a sputum replacement, at least in the analysis of TB samples, somewhat helping to decrease the timelines for validation of a diagnostic device if regulatory approval for the technique were gained. It would be advisable to conduct further studies using PBAS2, assessing both longer-term storage at lower temperatures (eg, –80°C) and using a spiking protocol to produce samples in real time. This would help to show the long term viability of samples for use in a library, as well as providing an alternative through spiking of samples should long term storage not be an option.

Furthermore, the WHO has a protocol in place for an artificial sputum media; however, no study could be found comparing this artificial sputum with natural media, meaning that further validation would still be required before this could successfully be used to test a POCT.17

Artificial sputum medium (ASM) mimics the sputum found in CF.29 ASM is an homogenous, nonviscous medium that can be prepared in large quantities. CF biofilms contain cells attached to a solid pulmonary surface allowing P. aeruginosa to grow under microaerophilic to anaerobic conditions in microcolonies mimicked by ASM. Nevertheless, significant differences between CF sputum and patients suffering with RTIs exist, so we feel ASM is not an adequate substitute for infected or spiked sputum. However, polyacrylamide as a sputum substitute, particularly in the form of PBAS2, demonstrates promise, especially in the study of TB. Further data on storage time with PBAS2 is needed.

**Conclusion**

Due to the lack of robust data found in the review, we conclude that formation of a long-lasting, high-quality
sputum sample library is a major roadblock to registration of next-generation diagnostics. While there is still an option to validate storage times for creation of a sputum library, Figure 2 illustrates that there is no simple solution to storage of sputum samples for production of a HAP/VAP sputum library, this may not be a viable method to pursue; furthermore, were a validation study performed, it may still not provide a guarantee that defrosted samples held under experimental conditions will adequately reflect original microbiology/biomarkers. In order to prevent delay to proof of concept for any novel device, we feel a prototype platform should either be placed in an antibiotic clinical trial site with prior agreement of the investigator and appropriate consents and approvals in place, or spiked samples used, and acknowledge that these do not reflect true patient samples. In contrast, for TB, a sputum library might need less validation to set up based on the information from the Stop TB Partnership and the Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics bank, and use of artificial sputum may be possible.
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